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Introduction

Papers and miscellaneous research material collected by the Director of the State Historical Society of Missouri. Includes correspondence; photographs, slides and negatives; newspaper clippings; issues of the Missouri Conservationist and Waterfowl magazines; research notes, photocopies, and correspondence; Revolutionary War Orderly Book of Tertius Taylor, volumes 1 and 2 [bound and foldered]; history and genealogy of Charles H. Taylor family [Goodrich maternal ancestry].

Box List

Box 1

Decoy Book
Article drafts
Benz Decoy Co., draft
Correspondence
Gundelfinger, draft
J.C. Factories
Photographs
Yeargan, Ben

Decoy Research
Correspondence
Hays, Benz, Gundelfinger
Waterfowl hunting question

Duck history—Factories
Correspondence
Denny, Donald
Gauldin, Alva C.
Missouri Conservationist, Sept. 1986
Photographs
Research notes, handwritten
Young, Dan S.

Missouri Waterfowl Hunting
Correspondence
Clippings & articles
Decoy Carvers
Barrows, Les
Correspondence
Leads
Lewis, Donald E
Milonski & Johnson
Pogysmoeller/Yeargan
Polk, John (Vernon County)
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Polk, Verna
Schneider, John
Decoy material
   Chism, Tom
   French, Joe
   Hays catalog
   Shoop
Hays, James M.
Research Notes, handwritten

Box 2
Miscellaneous Corresp, Clippings & Notes
   Arckerson, John C.
   Beckhart, Alton, Illinois
   Big Lake Information
   Bladgett
   Brandon, Art
   Brown/Chowins
   Buckingham, "Duke"
   Dalton Cutoff
   Duck Diary
   Duebbert
   Fairfax
   Francis, John J.
   Coen, G. E.
   Gunter
   Haeffner
   Haysler, Poague
   Hickerson
   Keene
   Malpage
   Market hunting
   Mo vs. Holland
   Moberly Gun Club
   Philson
   Poggemoeller Decoy Art
   Quackus
   Real Lite Decoy Co, Kansas City
   Roland "Wild Geese Flying"
   Scump Duck blind
   Sherman, Wendell
   Simmons, Bill
   Tyson Nichols
   Young, Jim
Photographs
   Miscellaneous
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Schwarz
Sharp, Reed
Shoop
Stofer, E. Stanton
Ziolkowski

Box 3

Historical Research
Smith, Daniel Lee
Sweeny, R. Ormsby
Ketchel/Dipley

Taylor family history & genealogy
Taylor, Tertius
Revolutionary War, Orderly Book, Vol.1
Revolutionary War, Orderly Book, Vol.2

Box 4

Correspondence
Bayer, G. Edward
Beckhart, Alton
Benz, Tom
Birdie, Rice
Brakhage, George
Burgess, Lou
Chambers, Glenn
Decoy exhibit
Duebbert, Harold F.
Foss, Denny
Hoey, Harold
Kalkbrenner, William A.
Keene, Jerry
Kent, Mike
Sanford, Will
Schmidt, Bill
Woodcarver biographies
Woodson, Roddy
Ziolkowski, Felix

Duck Exhibit
narrative materials, mounted
photographs, mounted
labels, mounted

Miscellaneous materials
Appraised value of Goodrich Collection
Appointment calendar, 1998
Negatives
Newspaper clippings
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Photographs
Slides

Publications/Serials
  Americana, March 1973
  Decoy Hunter, May-June 1990, number 55
  Decoys Unlimited, catalogue, 2001
  Waterfowl Magazine
    July-August, 1989
    June-July 1995
    January 1997
  Wildfowl Art, Summer 1986

Box 5

Research materials
  Brown, Egbert Benson
  Campbell, Richard
  Campbell, Vance Murray
  Civil War
    Columbia Colored Troops
    Kansas 5th Cavalry
  Miscellaneous
  Cuban Race War, 1912
  Fogle
  Goodrich, Silas
  Loan, Benjamin F.
  Lyons
  McKown Letters
  Miscellaneous
  Missouri history
  Phelps, William H.
  Selden, Richard Ely
  Stewart, Jacob H
  Truman, W.H. [correspondence, roll of microfilm]
  Waldo family—genealogy
  Waldo, David [correspondence]
  Waldo, John Breckenridge

Box 6

Research materials, continued
  Campbell, John
  Campbell, Richard
  Civil War, [microfilm 2 rolls]
  Clark, Bennett Champ
  Consular dispatches, Switzerland, Basle [microfilm, 1 roll]
  Crowder family
  Dispatches from U.S. ministers to Switzerland [4 rolls, microfilm]
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Goodrich, Hiram
Lee, Daniel Smith
Lyon, Duane
Mendenhall family
Miscellaneous
Newspaper records
Post Office records
Lexington, MO
Taylor family
Waldo, David

Correspondence, Miscellaneous
Missouri Conservationist, special issue, Mo wildlife trail, 1700-1976
Mileage expenses, notebooks [2]

**Box 7**

Research materials, continued
Cuban Race War, 1912 [3]
Lee, Daniel Smith
Miscellaneous [7]
Waldo family [5]

**Graduate school papers**
History of the West
Leaders of the Fur Trading Frontier
Miscellaneous
Missouri, 1821
Trans-Mississippi West
Westward Expansion in American History

Author's Correspondence
Budget report, Arrow Rock Lyceum Theater
Chicago Historical Society
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Package #1  Research material on W.H. Truman